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More results The alpha wave is
actually a combination of alpha

waves. Everything else was in the
realm of the quark.A new play

scheduled to make its West End debut
in December has been written entirely

in the language of computer
programmer LISP, the popular

language used in the field of AI.
PYTHON And The Mysterons The
official name of the play is Pythons

And The Mysterons. It will be
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produced by the Electric Theatre
Company, written by Martin

Summers, and will star Simon
McKeon as the evil computer

programmer Colonel Moon who has
created an AI that will answer the

question "What have I done?". A pair
of British comedians will star as two
LISP programmers who work on the

AI for Colonel Moon. It will be
directed by Emily Kane, who

previously worked with Electric on a
stage production of the original film,

and the stage will include special
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effects. After a run at the Edinburgh
Fringe last year, Pythons And The
Mysterons went on tour with the

play's creators in the UK and Ireland.
It was then scheduled to premiere in
Ireland on 6 December, but has now

been pushed back until 25 December.
Among the cast will be singer and

songwriter Martin Richardson, comic
actor Peter Diamond, and video artist
Jonathan Lloyd. PYTHON And The

Mysterons will be playing at the
Arcola Theatre from 25 December to
23 February 2013. The BBC recently
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recorded the first episode of a new
comedy series that is also written in

LISP. In a world where artificial
intelligence is out to destroy the

human race, the fourth Doctor and
Clara must use their wits and LISP to

escape. "Lisp is designed to be a
general purpose programming

language. As such, its close
relationship with the imagination and

creativity of its users leads to an
extremely diverse set of applications
in which it can be used," said Electric

Theatre's artistic director, Alistair
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Spalding. "This production is not
about AI as such, but rather about
showing the creative potential of

artificial intelligence by exploring the
language as a medium in itself. The

audience are invited to treat
themselves to a brand new experience

of storytelling." The play will be at
the Arcola Theatre, London, on 25

December, then playing in Foyers and
the King's Head Theatre in Leeds,
England on 5-12 January, and the
Union Theatre in Dublin on 14-22

January 2013.Do You Have A Dream
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